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The Jackson Laboratory Archives: Complete inventory 
                                                                                                                                                                            
                                                                                                                                       
The Archives were established in 1996, and contain three collections: 
•      The Jackson Laboratory Archive,  
•      Personal Papers Collection,  
•      Media and Museum Collection.  
NOTE: The following inventory contains a list of Record Groups, description and date of the material, and 
a box and folder location. Individual items and collections are added to the inventory as they are received, 
sometimes creating a non-alphabetical and non-chronological order.  
I. The Jackson Laboratory Archive Collection: 
Records, publications and documents created by the employees and staff of The Jackson Laboratory. An 
asterisk * Indicates a finding aid is available. 
Record Group #         Description and Date                                             Location 
 
RG 1:  Office of the Director. 
  .1 Clarence Cook Little (1888-1971), 1929-1954.*                               Boxes 28-34,   
          Personal and business correspondence, papers, manuscripts        65(5) & 73  
          and reprints; 1914-1954, chiefly 1952-54.  
          (See also Box 12.6 for early deeds & documents.) 
          Photocopies of material from C.C. Little Papers at UMO, etc.          Box 73 
  .2 Earl L. Green (1913-1995), 1954-1976. * 
          Collected and miscellaneous papers: Correspondence, 
          memoranda, monthly summaries, reprints, notes, and Memoirs.  
          Very limited.                                                                                     V    
          Public Relations material: CV, biographies, publications, etc.           V 
          Complete monthly summaries, 1961-1976.                                      59/Morrell Park 
          Scrapbook and photographs.                                                           Media Room 
          [Earl L. Green Papers are located in the Fogler Library,  
          University of Maine, Orono.] 
  .3 John L. Fuller (1910-1992), Acting Director, 1964.*                            3.6 
          See Personal Papers Collection. 
           Complete monthly summaries, 1964.                                              59/Morrell Park 
  .4 Douglas Coleman (1931-    ), Interim Director, 10/1975-08/1976.      V 
          .1 Monthly summaries to Trustees.                                                   39.1  
  
  .5 Richmond T. Prehn (1922-    ), 1976-80.  
         .1 Initial Plan and Periodic Summaries to trustees, 1976-1980.        27.7 
              (including Program for Research Development, 1986.) 
         .2 Memoranda, publicity, C.V.                                                            27.17  
         .3 Materials for meetings, conferences & travel.                               Morrell Park 
  .6 Charity Waymouth (1915-    ), Interim Director, 1980-81. 
          See Personal Papers Collection. (unprocessed, 1949-85.)*            Morrell Park  
           .1 Correspondence, papers, clippings, 1949-1986.                        Morrell Park 
           .2 Data book (summaries of research), 1950-56.                           V 
           .3 Complete monthly summaries, 1980-81.                                    20.1       
  .7 Barbara T. Sanford (1927-    ), 1981-87.*  
           .1 Correspondence, Reports, Plans, Publicity.                                37.3-37.7 
           .2 Periodic Summaries, 1981-86.                                                    33.17 
           .3 Long-Range Plan, 1982-87.                                                        2.15.4 
           .4 Long-Range Plan, 1987-92.                                                        26.8 
           .5 Testimony to Congress, 1982.                                            
  .8 Donald W. Bailey (1926-    ), Interim Director, 1988-89. 
           See Personal Papers Collection.                                                     MorrellPark 
              (Six boxes of unprocessed material.)*   
           .1 Periodic Summary, 1988.                                                            19.8 
 
  .9 Kenneth Paigen (1927-    ), 1989- 
          See also audio cassettes and videos in Media & Museum Collection. 
           .1 Memoranda and Announcements, 1993                                      V 
           .2 Correspondence, memorabilia                                                     V   
           .3 Fire recovery files. (3 unprocessed boxes)                                  Morrell Park 
           .4 Speech to Ladies Committee, 1989.                                            38.14 
 
RG 2:  Board Of Scientific Directors (Overseers) 
 
  .1  Minutes: 
           .1 November 5, 1950.                                                                     7.6 
           .2 1984-90.                                                                                     73.5 
  .2  Correspondence:  
            .1 1959-63                                                                                     73.1 
            .2 1964-65                                                                                     73.2 
            .3 1970-71                                                                                     73.3 
             4 1972-73                                                                                     73.4 
 
 RG 3:  Board Of Trustees (Corporation) 
 
  .1  Reports: 
           .1 Plan to Stabilize Research, 1954 (Kerstig, Brown & Co.)             7.7 
            .2 Organization Survey, 1955.(Booz, Allen,& Hamilton)                  14.7 
            .3 [Reorganization proposal, c.1940?] J.Dalgleish Ness                 41.9 
            .4 Long-Range Planning Report (Strategic Plan), 1991.                 13.12 
            .5 Report to Nominations & Board Governace Committee,             19.3 
                 2000. 
            .6 Ad Hoc Investigation of Drs. Illmensee and Hoppe, 1983.         22.11 
 
  .2  Fund Raising Proposals, including CCL correspondence, 1949,      7.10 
      1951.  
           .1 Lay Support Organization, 1949.                                                 7.10 
           .2 Public Relations Proposal, 1968.                                                  7.16 
 
  .3  Communiques and Memoranda:  
           .1 Post-Fire, 1947                                                                            7.12 
           .2 Appointment announcement, 1980.                                             7.12   
 
  .4  Corporate Directory (Who’s Who) 
           .1 1967, 1986, 1992, 1994, 1995.                                                   16.1 
           .2 2000.                                                                                           19.1 
 
  .5  Minutes, Agenda, Memoranda: 
           .1 Minutes, 1975,  1978,  1981,  1982                                             16.2 
               .1b Minutes, 1983                                                                        16.2b 
               .1c Minutes, 1989-94 [not complete]                                           16.2c 
            .2 1992                                                                                           17.7 
            .3 Proceedings; November 28, 1949. [2 copies]                             17.10 
            .4 Proceedings; April 16, 1950                                                        17.11 
            .5 Proceedings; November 5, 1950                                                 17.12 
            .6  Proceedings; November 25, 1950                                              39.2 
            .7 Proceedings; May 6, 1951. [2 copies]                                         39.3 
            .8 Proceedings; November 25, 1951.                                              39.4 
            .9 Minutes; 1948-49.                                                                       17.14 
          .10 Information Packets for Board Meetings,                                     Morrell Park 
                  (Institutional Relations copy),1994 (4), 1995 (4) 
  .6  Resident Board of Trustees; Minutes, 1947-49.                                17.15 
 
  .7  Annual Meetings: 
           .1 Schedules, lists, biographies of trustees, 1996.                            41.1 
           .2 Packets prepared by office of Institutional Relations, 
                with minutes, agenda, and support documents. 
                1967, 1968, including ELG postscripts), 1972  
                with some 1973 material) 
 
  .8  Signature documents: 
           .1 Unanimous Written Consent  (Annexes 5 & 6), 1990.                   7.21 
 
  .9  Committee Minutes and Memoranda: 
           .1 Buildings and Grounds, 1965.                                                       15.11 
 
  .10  Bylaws: 
           .1 1970, 1995                                                                                    15.1 
 
  .11  Speeches (transcripts): 
           .1 Dedicatory Address, Leonard Carmichael, 1972.                           39.14 
           .2 Hugh Connell, 8/19/1989                                                              39.14 
 
RG 4:  Jackson Laboratory Association & Independent Support Organization (See also, RG11) 
 
  .1  Jackson Laboratory Association 
           .1 By-laws and Memos                                                                       27.2 
           .2 Reports (fund raising, public relations,etc.) 1952, 1953.               14.11 
           .3 Reports, corres., & statements from Rosalie Slocum, 1952-54.     72.3 
 
  .2  Metropolitan New York Chapter   
           .1 Announcements                                                                             27.1 
 
  .3  New Hampshire Chapter 
           .1 Publications: Project Mouse, 83pp, 1952. (2 copies)                     16.4 
 
  .4  The International Committee, brochure & information sheet,           7.18 
        1983.   
           .1 A New Begining , 1989. (Speech by Ken Paigen)                            38.14 
 
  .5  Cleveland Division 
           .1 Publications: Curtain Call, 1952 (2 copies);                                    40.7 
               (includes Clarence C. Little’s “Have You Hit the Trail?”) 
           .2 Publications: Full Face, 1954.                                                         40.7 
 
  .6  The National Ladies Committee   
           .1 Invitation, papers                                                                          41.15   
           .2 Poster, n.d.                                                                                    Oversize  
 
RG 5:  Annual Reports 
 
  .1a  1937-1942  (unbound)                                                                     1.1a 
 
  .1b  1943-1956. (unbound) (1946 & 1948 missing}                            1.1b 
 
  .1c  1957®1997                                                                             Storage Room/Box 
 
  .1d   CD-ROM versions, 1995                                                         Storage Room/Box 
 
  .2  Other Reports 
           .1 Report to National Institute of Mental Health, 1962                      27.5 
           .2 Progress Reports to NIMH, 1953-56.                                             17.2 
           .3 Progress Reports to Rockefeller Foundation, 1953-55.                  17.3 
  
  .3  Annual Meetings: 
           [For Trustee packets, see RG3.] 
           [For annual Scientific Staff Meetings, see RG8.14 and RG14.7] 
          .1 Minutes, (transition from staff to board of trustees), 1948-49.      40.6 
  .4  Scientific Reports. (Included in the Annual Report until 1985.) 
                                        1985 - present                                     Storage Room/Shelf 
  .5  Summer Program Reports; 1955, 1958  (See also RG13)                14.10 
RG  6:  Department REecords 1929-1999 (See also  RG6.00 for 2000) 
  .1  Production (Supply) (Animal Resources) 1938-1999. 
           - See also, RG6.8, Mouse Mutant Stocks (Genetic Resources Unit 
           .1 Supply Bulletins. 
                .1 Supply Bulletins #302-#402, 1962-69.                                     5.4 
                .2 Jax Notes (Supply Bulletin), #403-#429, 1970-78.                   13.7 
                                                                #430-#475, 1987-98                    13.8 
                                                                #476-#495, 1999-2004                13.13 
                .3 JAX Notes (JRS Marketing Bulletin)m 1999-2000                        8.14 
                .4 JAX Bulletin; for Users of JAX Mice, [first issue] June 1999.  
           .2 Procedure manuals and directives: 
                .1 Guide for Personnel in Production Stocks, 1959.                        7.2 
                .2 Production and Distribution Procedure Manual, 1994.         Storage Room  
                .3 Food Sheets, 1958-1965.                                                           24.6 
           .4 Foundation Stocks; memoranda, correspondence, data                 42.2-42.6 
               charts,  notes, budgets, and papers, 1956-1980 (with gaps)              
           .5 Correspondence about post-fire mouse stocks, 1947-52.              51.1*      
  .2  Comptroller (see also, Finance Committee, RG8.9) 
           .1 First financial record book (kept by Arthur Cloudman) 1929.          35.8 
               Other financial accounts and budgets, 1929-34, 1942-46.             35.8 
            .2 Budgets and accounts,1942-47                                                     35.9 
            .3 Equipment Purchases, 1946.                                                         35.12 
            .4 Suggested Fund Raising Program.(for Dale Foley, 1954.)              7.9 
            .5 Report on program funding, 1961-62, 1962-63.                            12.1 
 
  .3  Office of Public Information (Public Affairs) (See also RG 11) 
           .1 Correspondence (Dupuy), 1973.                                                     7.5 
           .2 Communications Plan, 1994.                                                           39.12 
           .3 Loan of artwork; correspondence & arrangements, 1990.              15.7 
 
  .4  Library  
       Joan Staats Records and Papers, including Subject-Strain 
       Bibliography correspondence), 1947-81.                                                  2, 4, 5 
           .1 Library codes (for diseases, strains, tumors), n.d.                           21.2 
           .2 Records, 1947-49.                                                                            21.4 
           .3 Bibliographies and Chronologies, 1954-84.                                      21.10 
           .4 Correspondence & research requests, 1954-67.                              5 
           .5 Correspondence & research requests, 1968-72.                              5 
           .6 Correspondence & research requests, 1974.                                   5 
           .7 Correspondence & research requests, 1975-78.                              5 
           .8 Financial Records, 1964, 1968.                                                         22.3 
           .9 Gifts (after the fire), 1948, 1957-75.                                                22.4 
         .10 Procedures, 1957.                                                                            22.5 
         .11 Correspondence & Memoranda, Library Committee, 1949-59.         22.6 
         .12 Inventories & journal lists, 1950-68.                                                22.7 
         .12a Circulation lists, 1963-1983.                                                           20.14 
         .13 Correspondence w/ Earl Green (& LAVFW) 1961-69.                        22.9 
         .14 Cancer Research , Vol. 1 (photostats)                                               41.11 
         .15 Library Accessions Notebook, 1964-1985. (Including  
                BMLMedical Classification schedule & index, 1944-46.)                   24.1 
         .16 Subject-Strain Bibliography: Feb.1977 (56) to July, 1979 (61)     Storage Room    
  .6  Rabbit Colony at Hamilton Station 
           See Fox, Personal Papers.                                                                        
           See C.C.Little memoranda to E. Green for history of program, 1956.    65.4 
  .7  Animal Health: (see box carton #66) 
           .1 Reports & Memos, 1975-76.                                                              16.10 
           .2 Caretaker Manual, 1978.                                                                   16.11 
           .3 Animal Rules for Hamilton Station, 1959.                                           16.12 
           .4 Mouse Feed; 1970, 1976                                                                   7.2            
           .5 Operating Procedures for Importation Facility, 1978                          7.2 
           .6 Operating Procedures for Mouse Room, 1976                                    7.2 
           .7 Animal Health & Genetic Control Report, 1989.                                  66 
           .8 Student Program from University of Maine, 1983-95.                         66 
  .8  Genetic Resources Unit (Mouse Mutant Stocks) 
           See also, Production, RG6.1 & Scientific Resources, RG6.9 
           .1 Lists of Inbred and Non-inbred Mutant Stocks; Gene symbols; 
               Linkage Groups; Neuromuscular Mutants: 1947-58.                           21.7  
           .2 Bibliography;  
                .1 Neurological Mutants, 1961.                                                           21.11 
           .3 Lists of Strains, Mutant Genes, Resistant Lines; 1983.                       39.5 
               Lists of Mutant Genes and Mutant-Bearing Stocks of the 
               Mouse,1968.                                                                                       53.9  
               List of Mutations and Mutant Stocks of the Mouse, 1986, 1990.         26.6 
           .4 [Lane] List; 1962.                                                                                21.12 
               [Lane] List; 1970, 1972, 1978, 1992.                                                  21.5 
               Lane List, 1994.                                                                                   21.6 
               Lane List, 1995.                                                                                   22.10 
               Lane List, 1997.                                                                                   8.1 
           .5 Linkage Charts, 1903-86.                                                             Oversize #4 
               Locus Map of the Mouse, chart by Margaret Dickie, n.d.               Storage Room 
               Locus Map of Mouse with Comparative Human Points, 1993.              42.14 
           .6 Pedigree Records not part of Davisson Collection 
               Mouse Strain Pedigree Records, 1950-55.                                          54.2-54.38 
               Mouse Strain Pedigree Records (2 boxes, unprocessed)                Morrell Park 
               Mouse Strain cards, 1947-48.                                                             54.38b 
  .9 Scientific Resources (Animal Resources) See also, Publications, RG10, Section C. 
           .1 Price List – JAX Mice; 1949, 1961, 1967, 1972, 1973, 1976, 
                1978, 1980, 1981 (with supplement), 1982 (with supplement), 
                 1983, 1984.                                                                                      46.7 
           .2 JAX MICE,1985-1989.                                                                         46.8 
               JAX MICE,1990 -1996.                                                                        46.9 
               JAX MICE,1997- 2001.                                                                        54.4 
           .3 Handbook On Genetically Standardized JAX Mice 
               1962, '68, '80, '91.                                                                             46.3-.5 
                Handbook On Genetically Standardized JAX Rabbits, n.d.                 46.2 
           .4 Induced Mutant Resource , 1995                                                 Storage Room 
           .5 Holders of Inbred and Mutant Mice in the United States, 1984.         53.4 
           .6 Induced Mutant Resources news sheets (4) 
           .7 Dermatology News, 1993 
  .11  Office of Training (See also, RG 13 Alumni Records) 
               See also, Rachel Stickney Papers, 1944-45.                                        14.8 
           .1 Training booklets [Training for Research, etc.]                               Storage Room 
                 a. TJL Training Programs, booklet with photographs, 1999.              56.10 
           .2 Student materials. 
                 a. About Mice and Man : An Introduction to Advanced Biology, 
                     Frederick Avis, 1962.                                                                     26.3 
           .3 Training and Education Committee, 1983.                                           27.15 
           .4 Precollege Student Handbook, 1970.                                                  43.6 
           .5 Report on research and training programs, 1951-52.                         7.8 
           .6 Summer Program notices, schedules.                                                 37.9  
                 (See also Oversize Box # 3 for posters.)  (RG5.5 for reports)  
           .7 Visiting Investigator Files (includes Official Visitors and Guests), 
                  1985-99                                                                                           75 (MP)* 
                  Note:  V.I. Program transferred to Director of Research in 2000. 
           .8 Visiting Investigators  and Guests, lists, 1972-1998.                          8.2         
  .12  Division of Behavior Studies [See Fuller, Scott, Collins personal papers] 
           .1 Manual of Dog Training Techniques, 72pps, 1950.                              53.2 
  .13  Research Affiliates  
           .1 Brochures, n.d.                                                                                   71.1 
  .15  Computing Services: 
           .1 The Computer User’s Guide, 1976.                                                     51.3 
  .16  JRS (JAX Research Systems) 1999 ®          SEE RG 6 
  .17  Human Resources (Employee Services) 
           .1 Retirement Plans, Benefit Plans, Personnel Manuals, 1950-74.         27.19 
           .2 Administrative Manual for R.B.J.M.L. Retirement Plan, 1954-71.         72.1 
           .3 Compensation and Classification Program, 1981.                              72.2 
           .4 Tenure and promotion policies/changes, 1976-86.                            22.16 
 .18  Planning Office 
           .1 1989 Fire Updates, #1-#20 (#13 missing),1989.                              22.18 
RG 6:  Department Records, 2000 
The Jackson Laboratory was reorganized in 1999-2000, creating a new departmental structure. 
 
  .1 JRS (JAX Research Systems) 
           Marketing Bulletins 
           .1 JAX Communications 
           .2 JAX Q & A 
           .3 JAX Availability 
           .4 JAX Bulletin, [first issue, June 1999] 
           .5 JAX Notes 
                .1 1999-2000                                                                                    8.14 
RG 7 :  Building Records 
  .1 R.B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory 
           .1 Floor Plans, all buildings, 1966.                                                         8.11 
                .1 All floors of Unit 4, 2 different sets of plans, 1949-50.                  8.19 
                .2 All buildings, including building timeline, 1999.                          Oversize #4 
                .3 Collection of floor plans & campus plans, 1982.                           76.9 
           .2 Inventories, 1950-52.                                                                       11.8 
           .3 Expansion Plans: 
                .1 1978.                                                                                           14.1 
                .2 Morrell Park, 1968.                                                                      14.21 
                .3 Unit 5 (Grant application with exhibits) 1960.                             14.15 
                .4 Conference Center, 1969.                                                           14.16 
                .5 Foundation Stock Facility.                                                            14.19 
                .6 Morrell Park Building Task Force, 1989.                                       14.22 
           .4 Sketch of floor plan of original building [1929 ?]                               8.18 
           .5 Sketch of building addition by Little & Russell Archts, 1938.             8.18 
           .6 Watercolor of original building by Leon Little, 1928.                         F.S. Office 
  .2  Highseas. 
           .1 History.                                                                                            13.11 
           .2 Architectural Thesis, Jarod Knowles, 1994.                                      8.8 
           .3 Friends of Highseas                                                                         13.11 
           .4 History from Robert Morris                                                               13.11 
            .5 “High-Style Summer School,” by G. Hansen, DownEast, 1982.       13.11 
  .3  Hamilton Station. 
           .1 History, 1950.                                                                                   27.8 
  .4  Aldersea. 
           .1 Correspondence, 1949.                                                                    8.7 
  .5  Woodlands Cottages. 
           .1 Clippings, 1964.                                                                                8.7 
  .6  Library (Clarence Cook Little Library and Conference Center) 
           .1 Expansion Plans, 1948-80.                                                               27.3 
           .2 Blueprints; 1948-1972.                                                                    17.8 
           .3 Correspondence, memoranda, Dedication Program, 1969-72.         22.2 
           .4 Variations of pre-plans, 1970? 15 rolled sheets.                        Storage Room 
  .7  North Research Building (photograph album)                                      P3 
           .1 Tishman publicity information and image of model, 1991.                 8.9 
  .8  Morrell Park 
           .1 Postcard (digital) of Robin Hood Park (pre Morrell Park)                   13.9 
 .9  Callander Cottage (Calander House)    
            .1 Magazine article, photocopy, n.d.                                                     V             
RG 8:  Committee Records 
  .1  Building Committee (Construction Committee) Also see RG7. 
           .1 1946-57.                                                                                           8.4 
           .2 1969-70.                                                                                           56.6 
  .2  Communications Committee [Employee Committee] 
           .1 Minutes and memoranda, with index, 1980-85.                                8.13 
           .2 Minutes and memoranda, 1986-90.                                                  8.13b 
           .3 Minutes and memoranda, 1991-1999. [incomplete]                          8.13c 
           .4 Minutes, correspondence, surveys, notes, memoranda, 
               1973-90.[J.Harris]  C.56/M.Park       
           .5 Invitation to CCL for “Labor-Management PowWow,” n.d. 1940s?   19.11 
           .6 Minutes of Workers, 1930.                                                                73.15 
  .3  Committee on Standardized Nomenclature. 
           .1 Correspondence and Memoranda: 
                .1 1949-56.                                                                                      36.5 
                .2 1957-59.                                                                                      36.6 
                .3 1958-59.                                                                                      36.9 
                .4 1964-September 1965.                                                                36.7 
                .5  September 1965-1970.                                                               36.8 
                .6  Staats’ records, 1958-63.                                                            2.4 
                .7  Staats’ records, 1969-71                                                             2.7 
                .8  Staats’ records, 1970-75.                                                            2.3 
                .9  Staats’ records, 1980-84.                                                           17.5       
           .2 Publications: 
                .1 1952-68.(reprints from Cancer Research )                                    17.1 
  .4  Policy Committee. 
           .1 By-laws & Memos; 1953, 1958, 1970, 1976.                                    16.3 
  .5  Search Committee. 
           .1 1982-83.                                                                                           35.1 
           .2 1987                                                                                                 35.1 
  .6  Public Information (Public Relations) (Public Affairs) Committee  
           (see also RG 11 & RG 6.3) 
           .1 Memoranda, policies, statements; 1953-56.                                    14.12 
  .7  Scientific (Research) Staff Committee 
           .1 Minutes and memoranda, 1930-54.                                                  35.3 
           .2 Minutes and memoranda, 1956-59.                                                  35.13 
           .3 Minutes and memoranda, 1960-65.                                                  35.14 
           .4 Minutes and memoranda, 1966-78.                                                  37.11 
           .5 Minutes and memoranda, 1979 ®.                                                   37.15 
  .8  Laboratory Stocks Committee (Russell, Runner, Snell) 
           .1 First annual report, 1950.                                                                 27.14 
                 Mouse Mutant Stocks Resource Committee                                                   
           .1 Proposal to establish Mouse Stocks Repository, 1977.                     56.5     
  .9  Finance Committee 
           .1 Dale Foley Records, 1945-46 (also, RG6.2, Comptroller)                   35.11 
  .10  Morrell Park Building Task Force, “Build a Better Mouse Room”, 
         1989.                                                                                                     14.17 
 
  .11  Assistant Affairs Committee 
            (See also: Communications Committee, RG8.2) 
           .1 1973-76                                                                                            24. 
           .2 1977-78                                                                                            16.9 
   
  .12  Executive Committee 
           .1 Minutes, 1947-49.                                                                             39.11 
  .13  Administrative Committees, 1948-50.                                                40.4 
  .14 Annual Reports from Committees and Staff Supervisors, including agenda and 
         minutes, 1956-1995.  (Also known as Staff Committee,. Also see RG8.7) 
           .1 1956-1959                                                                                       45.1 
           .2 1960-1965                                                                                       45.2 
           .3 1966-1970                                                                                       45.3 
           .4 1971-1976                                                                                       45.4 
           .5 1977-1980                                                                                       45.5 
           .6 1981-1984                                                                                       53.1 
           .7 1985-1987                                                                                       53.2 
           .8 1988-1991 (1989 report missing)                                                    53.3 
           .9 1992-1993                                                                                       53.4 
         .10 1995 (1994 missing)                                                                        53.5 
         .11 1996                                                                                                53.6 
  .15  Library Committee - See RG6.4. 
  .16  HVAC/IEQ Committee (Environmental Quality Advisory Committee) 
           .1 Indoor Environmental Quality Report, 1990.                                   41.3 
           .2 Airways, Nos. 2, 3 (newsletter), 1991-92.                                       41.3 
  .17  Archives Committee, 1985.(see also, RG6.4a.1)                              41.17 
  .18  Fair Labor Compensation Committee, 1977-78                                 49.3-49.11 
           (See also, Staff Information RG 14.11, box 53.7) 
  .19  Safety Committee 
           .1 Safety Pages, 1995-1997.                                                               51.7 
  .20  Computer Planning Committee 
           .1 User Need Report, with memoranda, etc., P.J. Farr, 1984-86.         51.8 
  .21  Training and Education Committee                                                     27.15 
  .22   Art Selection Committee, 1993.                                                        14.3 
RG 9:  Conferences and Symposia 
            [See also, Chronological list of Conferences & Symposia in Record Group files] 
  .1  Brochures:                                                                                              27.6 
           Parental Influence in Relation to the Incidence of Human Cancer, 
           1944; 
           25 Years of progress in Mammalian Genetics and Cancer, 1954; 
           New England Cancer Society, 1954; 
           Normal and Abnormal Differentiation and Development, 1959; 
           Methodology in Mammalian Genetics, 1960; 
           Advanced Study Institute, 1971; 
           50th Anniversary: A Century of Mammalian Genetics and Cancer:  
           A View in Midpassage (with list of sessions), 1979. 
           Genethics: Ethical Implications of the New Era of Genetic Research, 
           1994. 
           The Genetics Revolution in the New Millennium, 1999. 
  .2  Materials: 
       1944-1954: 
           Parental Influence In Relation to the Incidence of Human 
           Cancer, 1944.                                                                                     20.15 
           25 Years of Progress in Mammalian Genetics and Cancer, 1954         20.4 
            (Program, correspondence, papers, and proceedings, 
             reprint in Journal of the National Cancer Institute, edited by 
             Elizabeth Russell)                 
           Role of the Research Laboratory in the Training of Scientists, 1954   20.15 
 
        1981-1986:                                                                         
           7th Annual Maine Biomedical Science Symposium, 1981.                    37.13 
           Immunology Meeting, 1984.                                                               37.13 
           14th Molecular & Biochemical Genetics Workshop, 1986;                   37.13 
           t Complex & Related Systems, schedule, 1986;                                  37.13 
        1994-1999:       
           First Annual Pre & Post Doc Mini Symposia, 1994. 
           Experimental Genetics of the Laboratory Mouse, 1996.                  Storage Room 
           Genetic Approaches in Complex Heart, Lung, & Blood Diseases, 
           1996.                                                                                               Storage Room 
           Rodent Models in Modern Risk Assessment, Sept.8-12, 1998             20.5 
           Genetic Approaches to Complex Heart, Lung, & Blood Diseases, 
           1998.                                                                                               Storage Room 
           Techniques for Modeling Human Cancer in Mice, Oct. 1-5, 1999.        71.6 
                                   Modeling Human Cancer in Mice, Oct. 5-8, 1999. 
           Experimental Genetics of the Laboratory Mouse in Cancer Research, 
           1999.                                                                                                  71.7 
           Genetic Approaches to Complex Heart, Lung, & Blood Diseases, 
           1999.                                                                                                  71. 
        2000- 
           The Genetic Revolution in the New Millennium: Science, Practice, 
            & Policy ( 2 booklets, brochure & agenda), 2000.                              19.2 
           Experimental Genetics of the Laboratory Mouse in Cancer 
           Research, 2000.                                                                              Storage Room 
           Genetic Approaches to Complex Heart, Lung & Blood Diseases, 
           2000.   [incomplete]                                                                        Storage Room 
  .3  Minutes: 
        1946, 1949, 1951, 1952.                                                                       37.1 
           (Genetics and Social Behavior, 1946.) 
           (Effects of Early Experience on Mental Health, Sept. 1951.) 
           (Obese Mouse (summary of papers), 1952.) 
  .4  Proceedings: 
           Symposium on Normal and Abnormal Differentiation and 
           Development; National Cancer Institute Monograph #2, 
           ed. by Nathan Kaliss, 1959.                                                                22.1 
           Session V, International Symposium, 1964.                                        7.15 
              (“The Effects of Radiation on the Hereditary Fitness of 
                  Mammalian Populations”) 
           Genetic Control of Mammalian Metabolism; 40th year of  
             Jackson Lab Research  (Including announcement), 1969.                41.6 
           3rd Annual Summer Course on the Biology of Aging. (9 volumes), 
             Sept. 1971.                                                                                  Storage Room 
  .5  Programs and small posters: 
           UNESCO-ICLA-ICRO-ILAR, 1974.                                                        37.16 
           Immunology Meeting, 1984.                                                               37.16 
           Green Memorial Academic Symposium, 1995. 
           Birkenmeier Lecture (with history), 1999.                                          71.5 
  .6  Publicity Information: 
           Transplantation Immunogenetics, 1983. (news release) 
  .7  SHORT COURSE: [For history, see McKusick, Box 53.7] 
           .1 Brochures for the Short Course in Mammalian &/or Medical 
               Genetics 
                .1 1961-1994.                                                                                37.8 
           .2 Materials: (For a history of the Short Course see McKusick Papers) 
                .1 Short Course in Medical Genetics, 1976.                                    42.7 
                .2 Short Course in Mammalian Genetics, 1977.                              42.8 
                .3 Short Course in Medical Genetics, 1978.                                    42.9  
                .4 Sh/Co. in Medical & Experimental Mammalian Genetics, 1979.   42.10 
                .5 Sh/Co. in Medical & Experimental Mammalian Genetics, 1980.   42.11 
                .6 Sh/Co. in Medical & Experimental Mammalian Genetics, 1981.   42.12 
                    [1982 and 1983 missing?] 
                .7 Short Course Notebooks: 1984-1997, 1999                          Storage Room 
RG 10:  Publications: (Not always serial; grouped by anticipated audience.) 
             A. Internal Publications 
             B. Newsletters 
             C. Pamphlets and Other Publications 
                 (See also, Alumni Records RG13, and Development RG11.) 
  A.  Internal Publications: For scientific staff, employees, or students; see also RG 15. 
           .1  Jackson Laboratory Newsletter, 1949 -1956.(#1-71)                     49.2 
           .2  The Jackson Reporter, 1966-1975.                                                 13.3 
           .3a   Jackson Laboratory News Bulletin, 1973-74.                               50.6 
           .3b   Jackson Laboratory News Bulletin, 1984-88.                               48.1-5 
           .3c  Jackson Laboratory News Bulletin, (notebooks), 1991-96.        Storage Room 
           .3d  Jackson Laboratory News Bulletin, 1997-present.                     Publ. Info. Off. 
           .3e  Jackson Laboratory News Bulletin, misc. issues, 1976-90.            V 
           .4  JAX Computer Notes, Vol.1, No.1, July 1976.                                   8.15 
           .5  NEWS/NEWS/NEWS/NEWS, 1979. [see RG11.2]]                            27.16 
           .6  Employee Update, 1991-1995.                                                        54.1b 
                [See Public Information Office for complete issue.] 
                 Special Fire Updates, #1-#20, 1989-1990.                                    54.1 
                 Miscellaneous Special Bulletins, 1989-91.                                      54.1a       
           .7  Personnel Manuals, Retirement Plans, Employee Benefit Plans,  Storage Room 
                Personnel Insurance Programs 
                [See also, Organization Papers, RG15] 
           .8  Airways, newsletter of IEQ/HVAC, 1991-92.                                   41.3 
           .9  Safety Pages, newsletter of Safety Committee, 1995-97.              51.7 
  B.  Newsletters: 
           .1  Jaxsonian, 1948 -1950.                                                                  6B.7 
           .2  Roscoe B. Jackson Quarterly, 1952 - 1963.                                    13.5-13.6 
           .3  Jackson Laboratory News, 1963 - 1967. (Continued as JAX)         13.4 
           .4  JAX  (formerly Jackson Laboratory News) 
                .1 Vol. 15, #3, through Vol. 25; 1967-79.                                       27.9-27.10 
                .2 Vol. 26, #1 (Winter 1979), through March 1991;  1979-91.       13.5       
           .5  Inside The Jackson Laboratory; 1992, 93, 94, 96, 97, 98, 00.        38.6      
           .6  Mouse Genetic News, No.1, 1941; No.2, 1942.                              1.7           
           .7  Mouse News Letter 
                .1 Production correspondence and information; 1971-80.              17.16 
                .2 Supplement to MNL #71 (loose papers), 1984.                          48.2 
                .3 Volumes 1-85, 1949-1989.                                                         Library 
                    (Vol. #86, February 1990, begins Mouse Genome.)                   Library 
                     #33-39, unbound duplicates, 1963-65.                                     51.5 
           .8  Alumni newsletters, bulletins: 
                JAX Tracks ,1997,1998, 2000                                                          5.7 
                JAX Alumni News Letter [Bulletin], #1-17, 1954-61.                       3.1 
                A Newsletter for Alumni, 1994.                                                       5.7 
           .9  Supply Bulletins -See Department Records, RG 6, Production. 
         .10  Production News Sheets for users of JAX Mice ( Induced Mutant    22 
                Resources, Dermatology News) 
  C.  Pamphlets and Other Publications:  
      * See RG 11 for Development Office publications & RG 6 for many 
          Department publications.        
           .1  Jackson Lab Alumni Newsletter (see Alumni Records)                     3.1 
           .2  Live Linkage Map, 1958 (report  only, photographs are located  
                 in the Media Collection, Photograph Box 5, #1287) Includes a 
                 gene map, 1969.                                                                            1.6 
           .3   Induced Mutant Resource, 1995.                                                   14.20  
                 See RG6.8 for Lane Lists: Mouse Mutant Stocks: 
                  (Genetic Resources Unit) 
           .4a The Locus Map of the Mouse; Chart, 1989, 1990, 1994.                42.13 
           .4b  [The Locus Map of the Mouse]; Chart, 1984.                                 Oversize 4 
           .4c  Linkage Map Charts, (5), 1903-86.                                                 Oversize 4 
           .4d  [Locus Map of the Mouse] Framed 4’x5’ Chart by Margaret 
                   Dickie, n.d.                                                                              Storage Room    
           .5  Handbook On Genetically Standardized JAX Mice: 
                 1st and 2nd editions                                                                     46.3 
                 3rd edition                                                                                    46.4 
                 1991 edition                                                                                 46.5 
           .6  Handbook On Genetically Standardized JAX Rabbits, 1st edition.  46.2 
           .7  Price List for JAX MICE; 1949-1995. (Not every year)                     46.7-46.8 
           .7b Price List for JAX MICE; 1997, 1998.                                              54.41 
           .8  Manual of Dog Testing Techniques, by Fuller and Scott, 1950.      26.4 
                Directory of Scientists and Institutions in Dog Research, 1960.     26.4 
           .9  Research Training Programs, 1950-91, 1993-96. (booklets)       Storage Room  
                (Programs, Visiting Investigator and Training Program, Training  [extras/shelf 
                 Program, Training For Research Programs) [no 1992]                     
                .1a To the High School Science Teacher, 1961.                             38.12    
                .1b To Faculty Members In Biology, Psychology and Medical 
                      Sciences, 1961.                                                                       38.12 
                .2 Posters (5) 1994.                                                                      Oversize 3 
          .10  Supply Bulletins (see RG6.1, Production) 
          .11  Research For Life, 1957;                                                              38.5 
                 In the Cause of Human Welfare, 1963;                                       38.5 
                 Implications for Human Welfare, 1963;                                        38.5 
                The Jackson Laboratory Report, 1964.                                          38.5 
          .12  Research Affiliates Program  (2), n.d.                                           71.1 
          .13  Marketing communication from JRS, 1999-2000        
                .1 JAX Notes                                                                                  8.14 
                .2 JAX Bulletin                                                                                22.19 
 RG 11:  Public Information And Institutional Relations (Development And Fund Raising Material) 
               See also:   RG6.3, Office of Public Information, for internal correspondence 
                               RG8.6, Public Information Committee, for committee minutes. 
                               RG3.5.10, Board of Trustees for meeting information packets.  
                               RG4, Jackson Laboratory Association, for National Ladies Committee 
                                        and International Ladies Committee brochures. 
  .1a Produced by Jackson Lab, 1929-1995.                                               Box 38 & 
         Booklets, pamphlets, posters, information kits, fund-raising material.   Oversize 3 
           .1  Information Kit (including Sept. 14, 1948 Look magazine article  
                Cancer’s No.1 Enemy), 1949.                                                           5.5 
           .2  50th Anniversary Packet, 1979.  [see also RG11.18]                       7.11 
           .3  The Need For Endowment..., 1959.                                                 11.10 
           .4  25th Anniversary Information booklet, 1954.                                  13.1 
           .5  From Molecules to Men: The Biological Revolution Opens a  
                Second Front, 1966.                                                                        14.5 
           .6  Pamphlets for visitors; Development fund packets;                         38.3 
                Fund For the Future packet, 1960. 
           .7  The Second Front, 1979.                                                                  16.5 
           .8  “with compliments of the staff of...”[first p.r. material, 1930?]         38.15 
           .9  Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial Laboratory Research Center for 
                Mammalian Biology and Genetics, Devoted to the Study of the  
                Life Processes--Normal and Abnormal Aspects of Reproduction, 
                Growth and Development. 13p. brochure, 1957-58.                         2.12 
          .10 Dedication Ceremonies: 
                1. New Research Wing, invitation & program, 1993.                         41.7 
                2. Unit 5; Program, & Speech by  Alan Waterman, 1960.                  23.9 
                3. Tenth Anniversary, Robert Cook reprint, 1939.                             23.9 
                4. 50th Anniversary, Donald Kennedy speech, 1979.                        23.9 
          .11 Christmas cards; postcards.                                                              41.7 
          .12 Realizing the Promise of Genetics (advertising supplement to 
                Bangor Daily News) August 21, 1993.                                               41.8 
          .13 1949-1952.                                                                                       41.12 
                Facts About The Jackson Laboratory, 1953;  
                You Can Take a Self-Guided Tour of ...., n.d.; 
                Characteristics of Mammary-Gland-Milk Agent, 1949; 
                Other memoranda, 1952.                                                           
          .14 The Jackson Laboratory: Fulfilling The Promise of Genetics :  
                Creative Ways to Support International Leadership in 
                Biomedical Research, 1983.                                                             41.8 
          .15 Short history and tour of The Roscoe B. Jackson Memorial  
                Laboratory, 4 pp., 1950.                                                                  48.4 
          .16 Invitations and announcements, 1994.                                           53.2       
          .17 FORUM, Spring 1996.                                                                       41.2 
          .18 NEWS/NEWS/NEWS/NEWS, 1979.                                                    27.16 
          .19 Other fund raising pamphlets c.1954-62.                                          V 
          .20 Dialogue (written for the Board of Trustees), 1994                         41.2               
  .1b Produced by  The Jackson Laboratory, 1996 -                                    2.14 & 
           .1 Invitations and announcements, 1996.                                            53.2 
           .2 The Jackson Laboratory : A Look Inside                                           Oversize 3 
  .2  Publicity (external sources) Newspapers, Magazines and Books: 
           Clipping service notebooks in the library storage room, 1983-1990, 
            1996.  One folder of mixed clippings, 1947-1982.                               51.4 
           .1 1930-1939:                                                                                      76.1 
                LIFE, March 1,1937                                                                        Oversize #3 
                Bar Harbor Times, “Mice play an important part in cancer 
                work” 1937 
               Journal of Heredity, Tenth Anniversary, by Robert Cook, 1939 
 
          .2 1940-49:                                                                                           76.2 
                Saturday Evening Post, Does cancer run in families, 
                W. Kaempffert, 2/45 
                Post 1947 fire clippings, misc. 
                NY Herald Tribune, Lion-hearted rabbits bred by geneticists, R. Bird, 11/47 
                Bangor Daily News, Rededication ceremonies, 8/48 
                Telephone Topics, The Maine Fire Story, 1948. 
                Bar Harbor Times newspaper, Thursday, October 30, 1947  
                8 pages) (donated by Randy bouchard)                                        Oversize #4 
 
           .3 1950-59:                                                                                          76.3 
                Kiwanis Magazine, The Key to Conduct, 1950      
                NY Times, Cortisone Salve, 1951.                                                                 
                NY Herald Tribune, Bar Harbor’s $1,000,000 Laboratory, July 1952. 
                Clippings, Miss Cosmetology, 1952. 
                NY Times, Mice and Cancer, October 1952. 
                Collier’s, The World’s Most Important Mice, November 1952. 
                Spectrum, Rebirth of a Laboratory, JAMA reprint, 1953. 
                National Society for Medical Research, Lady Gets Award, 1953 
                Bulletin for Medical Research, Inside the Inbred Mouse (ESR), 1955. 
                Charm Magazine, Women at Work [about E. Russell], 1955. 
                Purina Laboratory Animal Bulletin, Leader in Cancer Research…, 1955 
                Parade Magazine, My Adventure in Faith (CCL), 1956. 
                LIFE, Cancer: The Return of a Theory, 1959. 
                Newsweek, Inching Up on Cancer [about C. Waymouth], June 1959 
 
           .4 1960-69:                                                                                         76.4 
                M.D., Of Mice and Men, 1961. 
                Bar Harbor Times, Lab Employees, 1961. 
                Journal of Heredity, TJL: A center for Mammalian Genetics in 
                the United States, 1966. 
                Business Week, Jackson: A lab that links Mice and Men, 1967. 
                Scientific Research, Cancer induced in mice by embryonic tissue 
                transplant [Stevens], 1968 
                UICC Bulletin, Inherited Switched-Off RNA tumor Virus…., 1969. 
                Science News, Frontier Genetic Control, 1969. 
                 NY Times, The Mouse Stage of the New Biology, 1969. 
                Bar Harbor Times, 40th anniversary issue, 1969. 
                Boston Globe, The house that mice built, 1969. 
                Miscellaneous newspaper clippings, 1960-69. 
           .5 1970-79:                                                                                          76.5 
                Newsweek,1971 (Temin) 
                Science, TJL: Mice are our Most Important Product, 1972. 
                Downeast, Jaxlab’s Mighty Mammal, 1974. 
                Cancer Research, cover, 1974. 
                Science Digest, Building a Better Mouse, 1975. 
                NY Times, Inbred Mice at the Heart of Science, 1979 
                Immunogenetics, A Sentimental Journey to Bar Harbor:…by Jan Klein, 1979. 
                Bar Harbor Times, The Jackson Laboratory at 50, 1979.  
                Miscellaneous newspaper clippings, 1971-79.         
           .6 1980-89:                                                                                           76.6 
 
           .7 1990-99:                                                                                           76.7 
           .8 Curtain Call, The Gruber Foundation, Cleveland, Ohio, 1952.           11.6 
 
           .9 Announcement of Memorial to R.B. Jackson, Bar Harbor Time 
               framed, 1929.                                                                                   48.5 
          .10 2000-:                                                                                              76.8 
  .3 Speeches and Presentations to the Trustees & the Public 
           .1 Rosalie Slocum, 1949; Philip White, 1952                                         35.5 
           .2 “Presentation Before the Action Committee of Fifty” 1981                2.13 
                (Brewer-Bangor community and business leaders) 
  .4 Film Transcripts:  
           .1 “New Ground” c.1978.                                                                      14.6 
           .2 “From Two Mice” n.d.                                                                        14.18 
           .3 “The Assignment The Jackson Laboratory” (script & schedule)         15.5 
           .4 “Genes Mice and Men” Griffen film scripts & corr., 1956.                   15.3 
           .5 “Where the Mouse is King”; 3 untitled scripts, correspondence,       24.2 
                notes from staff scientists; 1954-56. 
           .6 The Jackson Laboratory, A Documentary by Maine Public                  20.3 
                Broadcating Network, 14pp. transcript, 1984.                                           
  .5 Press Releases: 
           .1 1965, 1972, 1981.                                                                            14.13 
           .2 1977 (Dupuy records)                                                                       24.3 
           .3 1978 (Dupuy records)                                                                       24.4 
  .6  Correspondence. 
           .1 With other institutions, 1983.                                                           7.19 
           .2 Portraits of the director, 1982.                                                         22.13 
RG 12:  Grants 
The bulk are kept for 7 years (post-grant) in the Morrell Park storage room. 
  .1  Subject-Strain Bibliography, 1954-58.                                                 1.3 
  .2 Mouse Mutant Stock Center, 1960-79.                                                   1.4 
  .3 Library Growth & Research, 1962-72.                                                   1.5 
  .4 Food Deprivation Influences on Behavior, 1959-61.                             1.8 
  .5 National Cancer Institute Research, 1938;  1951; 1982.                      17.13 
       Constuction Grants, 1947.                                                                       17.13 
  .6 Support of Research, Training, and Construction Programs, 1962.       12.1 
  .7 [draft for NIH post-fire grant, 1989]                                                       22.15 
  .8 Cancer Center Support Grant, 1982.                                                       48.1 
  .9 Mammalian Genetics Laboratory, 1966.                                                 19.10 
RG 13:  Alumni Records 
  .1 Summer Programs For Scientific Investigators: 
           .1 Scientific Investigators, 1948-68.                                                     3.2 
           .2 Investigator’s Reports; 1950,1955, 1957, 1979.                              3.4 
  .2 Summer Programs For Students 
           .1 Lists of Students, 1948-68.                                                              3.2 
              * Other summer student lists may be found with 
                 class photographs .                                                                       Photo Room 
           .2 Reports on Precollegiate Program, 1955, 1958.                               14.10 
                (See also, Rachel Stickney Papers, 1944-45)                                  14.8 
           .3 Minutes, memos, schedules, 1958-61.                                             3.5 
           .4 Instructional Notes, (1936 ?)                                                           17.6 
           .5 “Research Apprenticeship Courses for Undergraduate, Medical 
                and College Graduate Students” 12pp, 1950.                                3.12 
           .6 Summer Student Symposium, 1993                                                 20.6 
           .7 Highseas rules; Library organization rules, c.1945.                        14.10 
           .8 Schedules, research topics, grants, applications, 1965-68              3.7 
  .3a JAX Alumni News Letter [Bulletin], #1-17, 1954-61.                        3.1 
  .3b A Newsletter for Alumni, 1994.                                                            5.7 
  .3c JAX Tracks: The Newsletter for Jackson Laboratory Alumni, 
                             1998                                                                                  5.7 
  .4 Alumni Association: Corr., memos, schedules, scholarships        
           .1 1956, 1957, 1958.                                                                           3.5 
           .2 1959, 1960.                                                                                     3.10 
           .3 1961-65.                                                                                          3.11 
           .4 1985.                                                                                               15.2 
  .5 Highseas Yearbooks: (1966-69, 1970-75, 1977-78, 1987) 
           .1 1966 (with photographs), 1968, 1969, 1972 (with photographs)    56.7 
               1974, 1978, 1987                                                                             56.8 
               1967, 1971, 1973, 1975, 1977. (mimeograph originals)                   21.3 
               1967, 1971, 1973, 1975, 1977. (photocopies )                                 V 
           .2 “The Biology of the Laboratory Student” (with 3 sheets of 
               contact prints, 36 photographs of staff and students) 1966.          16.15 
           .3 Student Newspaper, 1949 - 1950.                                                   6B.6      
  .6 Notebooks and scrapbooks (see Personal Papers Collection) 
  .7 Directories: 
           .1 1995                                                                                          Storage Room 
           .2 1967, 1969, 1973, 1974, 1981                                                        15.8  
  .8 Oral History Project: Correspondence and papers 
      (see RG 6.4a.1)                                                                                      41.16 
           Finding Aid and Index, 1985.                                                               V             
RG 14:  Staff Information 
           .1 Biographies and “C.V.’s”  (Located in the secure file cabinet 
               [V] unless otherwise noted. 
                Bailey, D.; CV 
                Barker, Jane; CV 
                Beamer, Wes; reprint with notes, 1980. 
                Chai, Chen K.; biographical sketch, publications 
                Chen, Harry W.; CV 
                Cloudman, Arthur M.; reprints; Who’s Who bio.; list of donations (books)* 
                Collins, R.; CV 
                Copeland, Neal G.; CV. 
                Cousins, Jesse; clipping, 1995. 
                Davisson, Muriel; CV. 
                Duran-Reynals, Francisco; obituary in Science  by C.C.Little, 1959. 
                Frankel. Wayne; CV. 
                Fuller, John L.; Current Biography, obituary, Am. Men of Science 
                Green, Earl; See Earl L. Green Papers (1903-1995) finding aid 
                Green, Margaret; (see Personal Papers Collection, Earl L. Green finding aid 
                Gorer, Peter A.; resolution. 
                Hildemann, William H.; CV 
                Huth, Edward J.; biographical note 
                Lane, Priscilla; CV and reprint, 1959. 
                Lathrop, Abby; letter to Cancer Research, 1975; biography  
                   in Origins of Inbred Mice; clipping, 1968. 
                Leiter, Edward; testimony before Congress, October 1999. 
                Lerner, Charles; “The Bus”n.d. 
                Les, Edwin; Miscellaneous staff correspondence and memoranda, 
                  1971-87.  [summaries, employee negotiations, Collins 
                   correspondence, directives]                                                           51.9 
                Little, Clarence Cook; curriculum vitae, publications, resolution, 
                  Who’s Who, American Men of Science 
                  Obituary by Walter Heston in Cancer Research, 1972. 
                  “Origins and History...” Elizabeth Russell 
                  “A Biogaphical Memoir” G.D. Snell, 1975 
                  Little, C.C. and Beatrice; by Charity Waymouth, 1985 
                Meier, Hans; curriculum vitae, reprints1971. 
                Murphy, Edwin D.  CV, JAX bio, “Characteristic Tumors” (Biol.of Lab. 
                  Mouse), retirement information, memorial correspondence, 1983. 
                Nishimura, Hideo; obituary, 1996. 
                Roderick, Thomas; correspondence  
                Russell, Elizabeth; 2 biographical sketches, 1977, publications. 
                Ruszkiewicz, Marian; CV 
                Sanford, Barbara H.; CV 
                Sawin, Paul; retirement biographical sketch 
                Schlager, Gunther; clipping,1962 
                Schimenti, John; CV. 
                Scott, John Paul; “The First Canine Behaviorist” by Steve Dale, 1994. 
                Scott, Val; Outreach services to schools, cards & booklet & misc.   
                Sherman, Benjamin; CV, publications 
                Simpson, Elizabeth; CV. 
                Snell, George D.; obituary in Immunogenetics, 1996 by Jan Klein      25 
                Staats, Joan; CV, reprints. 
                Varmus, Harold Eliot; CV.                                                                    20.8 
                Waymouth, Charity; CV 
                White, Philip Rodney; bio sketch by Charity Waymouth, 1968?  
  .1b Visiting Investigators: (Files received from Development Office) 
           1985-99.                                                                                                75/MP 
  .2  Publications, Reprints, & Papers.                                         
           .1 Case Statements, 1966.                                                                     7.14 
           .2 John Bittner & staff reprints, 1935-39.                                                8.6 
           .3 1963 ®  (reprints)                                                                               V 
           .4 Little, C.C.; 1914-54.                                                                           V 
           .5 Case Statements, 1976.                                                                     16.7 
           .6 Snell, G.D.                                                                                            25 
           .7 Other...(including non-staff)                                                                23.7 
                Maud Slye, 1937, 1937, 1938                
                Helen Dean King and Margaret Reed Lewis, 1945 
                Margaret Reed Lewis and Helen Dean King, 1946 
                Emil Lieberman, 1947 
                Richard B. Goldschmidt, 1953 
                Tajima Yoshio, 1965 
                Clara J. Lynch, 1969                      
                Rolf Loosli, 1975 
                Gail R. Martin, 1975 
                Donald Frederickson, 1981 
                Robert C. Frysinger, et al, 1984 
           .7b Other papers...                                                                                 23.8 
                Thelma B. Dunn, 1962? 
           .8 Case Studies Following 1989 Fire                                                       2.14 
           .9 Fox, Richard R.; history and reprints on rabbit research.                    26.5 
           .9b Fox, et al;  Seven (7) notebooks of 147 reprints on rabbit 
                   research.                                                                                Storage Room 
          .10 Reprints of Sewall Wright (1922-29),       
                  W.E. Castle (1913), T.H. Morgan (1911), O. Eaton (1928), 
                  A.B. Fortuyn (1939), Karl Theiler (1975)                                           48.3 
              .10b Reprints of C.C.Little.                                                                   65.4   
  .3 Lists of employees, 1947-84                                                                    11.9 
  .3b Personnel Manuals, Retirement Plans, Employee Benefit Plans,   Storage Room 
           Personnel Insurance Programs  
  .4 Awards: Programs                                                                 
           .1 Hektoen Award, (Kaliss, Snell, Kandutsch) 1955.                                21.1 
           .2 American Medical Association Award for Exhibit on 
                 Endocrine Balance, 1953.                                                                  23.6 
           .3 Origins of Inbred Mice Awards Ceremony, 1978.                                 37.1 
                 (Medal is in Museum Collection)                                                 Storage Room 
  .5 Instuctional Notes and Memos  
           .1 1949-60                                                                                               V 
  .6 Professional Organizations and Groups                                      
           .1 Sigma Xi, 1954-65.                                                                              11.7 
           .2 Miscellaneous: NCI, Newcomen Society, Nobelists, Informatics           V 
  .7 Scientific Staff Annual Reports and Meetings. See Committee Records: RG8 
  .8 Miscellaneous Memoranda. 
           .1 Lantern slides.                                                                                    41.13 
  .9 Seminar Schedules, 1988.                                                                        26.11 
  .10 Outreach Activities 
           (See Val Scott file, temporary)                                                                V 
  .11 Unionization materials, correspondence; 1977-78.                              53.8 
 
  .12 Minutes of Workers, 1930. (From UMO Special Collections)               73.15 
 .13 Oral History Project: Correspondence and papers (see RG 6.4a.1)     41.16 
           Finding Aid and Index, 1985.                                                                  V 
RG 15:  Organizational Information 
Miscellaneous material; from joint departmental or committee origin, collected over time, or found stored 
together.    
  .1 Summer Directories                                                                                  27.12 
 
  .2 Telephone Directories                                       
           .1  1977?, 1985, 1990                                                                            27.13 
           .2 “The Social Directory”, 1983.                                                              27.13 
  .3 History 
           .1 “How It Began” Clyde Keeler, n.d.                                                     V 
           .2 Dedication Ceremonies  
               Unit 5, 1960.                                                                                      3.8 
               Mammalian Genetics Laboratory, 1972.                                             3.8 
           .3 Anniversary  Ceremonies and Articles; 1939, 1954.                           3.9 
  .4 Deed of gift from C.B. Dorr; building permit with map, 
           (photocopies), 1929.                                                                           12.6 
           (See Box 8.21 for 1929 correspondence, C.C. Little Papers.) 
  .5 Affiliations: 
           .1 Association of Independent Research Institutes                               16.6 
  .6 Logos 
           .1 1993, Searls Designs                                                                         2.11 
  .7 Agreements and Contracts: 
           .1 Agreement with Respect to Discoveries and Inventions                    27.18 
           .2 Visiting Investigator Fees, 1978                                                        27.18 
  .8 Fact Sheets; Administrative Outlines                                                        V 
  .9 Fire Recovery Files, 1989. (6 boxes of unprocessed material from 
         mixed sources.)                                                                                 Morrell Park 
  .10 Collection of Monthly Summaries, 1964-84. *                                 Morrell Park 
           (including Production Dept. costs, 1961-71.) 
  .11 Political correspondence (Brennen, McKernan, Snowe, Cohen)          22.17 
  .12 Miscellaneous stationery (Ruth Soper mouse/Jean Rappaport 
           scene, 50th anniversary material, Roscoe B. Jackson paper.)          56.11 
  .17 Manual of Policies and Procedures, 1962. (including 
           correspondence and updates through 1964                                       57.4 
II.  The Jackson Laboratory Personal Papers Collection: 
Personal papers, manuscripts, correspondence and other materials created by individuals associated with 
The Jackson Laboratory. See also the vertical file. 
       Anecdotes, (Personal vignettes, written) 1954.                                        8.12 
           (S.L. Allen, M. Bartlett, A.J. Coulombre, A. Gates, M.E. Russell, 
            R. Spencer, B. Hone, B.B. Jacobs, C. Joseph, S. Crocker, A.J. 
            Margolis,B. Norris Peters) 
       Bailey, Donald; 6 carton boxes of papers, 1953-89. [Finding Aid] *      Morrell Park 
       Charles, Donald R. (student of E.L. Green); Thesis, 1936?                       41.10 
       Chen Kang Chai (1916-  ); Data books, 1952-78. [Finding Aid ] *            6A-6B  
       Cloudman, Arthur M.(1901-1955); Thesis, rare books.                             26.1 
          [one carton box of research and pedigree ledgers in M.P storage room.] 
       Coleman, Douglas L.; Papers, 1973-76.                                                    V 
       Crow, James F.; Speech to Genetics Soc.of Am., 1977.                             V           
       Dickie, Margaret (1922-1969); Scrapbooks, theses, correspondence,  Oversize#1-2 
          1946-58.                                                                                             35.6-.7; 37.2 
       Dole, Margaret Welsh; Scrapbook, 1946.                                                 13.2 
       Eppig, Janan T.; Thesis, 1982.                                                                  21.8 
       Fox, Richard; Carworth Farms Quarterly Letter, 1946-73;Histories, 
          reprints, 1932-1994                    
          Some correspondence, not fully processed, see finding aid. *             Carton 60 
       Fuller, John Langworthy (1901-1992) (unprocessed collection: 
          5 carton boxes)                                                                                   Morrell Park 
       Green, Earl Leroy (1913-1995); see RG1, Office of Director [Finding Aid] * 
       Green, Margaret (1914-95); Papers.(See also, Earl Green finding aid)   36.3; 5.8, 51 
       Gorer, Peter (1907-1961); Databooks, reprints, biography.                   20.11-20.13 
       Hastings, Waldon H.: Correspondence and thesis, 1938-94.                   24.8, V 
       Holstein, Jean, Correspondence & research files, 1977-78.                     36.4 
       Hurst, Jane Goodrich ; Summer student notebook, with sketches,            
            1942-43                                                                                               15.1 
       Huth, Edward J. (1923-  ); Summer student notebook, correspondence,  
           1946.                                                                                                    13.1 
           Memoirs (4 pps), 1998.                                                                         13.1 
       Jackson Laboratory Oral History Project, 1985.                                         V 
       Kaliss, Nathan (1907-99); Alloantigen Charts, 1965-75.                           7.20 
       Kandutsch, Andrew; 2 cartons of papers, lecture notes and slides, 
          1953-92. *                                                                                          Morrell Park 
       Keeler, Clyde; “How It All Began” manuscript, n.d.                                    V 
       Landau, Richard H.; Manuscript, 1948.                                                       7.17 
       Lathrop, Abbie (1868-1919); Breeding records.[Finding Aid] *                  9, 10, 11 
       Leiter, Edward; testimony before U.S. Congress, October 1999.               V 
       Little, Clarence Cook (1888-1972); see RG1, Office of Director            Boxes 28-34,  
           See the Finding Aid.                                                                          8,51, 65-67 
       Lorenz, Jean; Correspondence (3pp), 1998.                                              20.2       
       Lynch, Clara (1882- ? ) ; Correspondence, 1939.                                      37.1 
       McKusick, Victor; History of the Short Course, 1998                                  53.7 
       Ness, J. Dalgleish; Reorganization proposal, c.1940?                                41.9 
       Prehn, Richmond; periodic summaries and memoranda, 1976-80;             27 
          one carton of mixed travel and meeting materials, 1976-80.              Morrell Park 
       Rader, Karen; Manuscript, reprints.                                                                   
          (Of Mice and Men: Animals and Medical Models, Princeton U., 1997;       23.1-23.2 
           The Origins of Mouse Genetics, ... 1997.) 
       Roderick, Thomas; Breeding Records.                                                         43 
           2 carton boxes of Genetics Society of America material.                     Morrell Park 
       Runner, Meredith (1914-  ); Correspondence, CV, and short autobiography.  V  
           Breeding Records, 1947-1964.                                                                43 
       Russell, Elizabeth Shull (1913 -    ); Manuscripts.                                        7.4 
            Correspondence & manuscripts from Africa, 1990.*                               57.5 
       Scott, John Paul; 16 cartons of research materials, 1945-65.               Morrell Park 
          1 oversize log and pedigree chart, 1945-65.                                     Storage Room 
       Snell, George D.(1903-1996); Papers. 
           See Finding Aid & box list. *                                                                25.1-25.14 
           Collection of scientific, personal, & business papers; 12 cartons.        C55/M.Park 
           Collection of awards, certificates and medals.                                 Storage Room 
       Staats, Joan; Papers & Correspondence, 1965-75.                                    12.7 
           Summer student reports, 1944-46.                                                         14.8, 9 
       Stickney, Rachel; Correspondence with George Woolley, 1944-46             14.1 
           Breeding records, notes, correspondence, reprints, 1946.                     15.6 
       Strong, Leonell (1894-1973); Databooks, charts.                                       12.2-12.4 
          See the Finding Aid. *                                                                          Oversize #3 
       Taylor, Benjamin A.; research records &  2 cartons of unprocessed material.               
       Van Der Schoot , H.C.M.; Thesis, 1962.                                              21.9 
       Waymouth, Charity (1915-    ); Papers. 
             Partially processed collection of personal, business, professional    Boxes 68-70 
              papers, and material objects. 7 carton boxes. [Finding Aid] *        Morrell Park  
       White, Philip R.(1901-1968); Speech to United Health & Welfare Fund, 
            1952; Emergency survival using local plant material, 5pp., n.d              23.10 
             [Finding Aid] * 
       Whitney, Leon F.; Correspondence with C.C. Little, J.P. Scott, 1928-50.     V 
  
III.  The Jackson Laboratory Media And Museum Collection: 
Materials collected, created or donated by organizations and individuals associated 
with The Jackson Laboratory, and which require special handling or storage.[In process] 
  Artwork [incomplete inventory]                                                                      Library 
  Audio Disks and Tapes                                                                 Storage Room 
       Oral history interviews with Jean Holstein, 1977-78.               Cassette Box #1/#2 
       50th anniversary symposium, #1-#13, July 1979.                   Cassette Box #3 
       50th anniversary meeting, guest lecturers, August 1979.       Cassette Box #3 
       C.C.L. speech about founding of TJL, 1965.                             Cassette Box #3 
       Animal Sounds and Communication, 1960.                               Disk/Storage Room 
       Talk by Rosalie Slocum. (331/3RPM)                                          Disk/Storage Room 
       C.C. Little interview with Nancy Craig, (4 sides) (78 RPM) 
          1950.                                                                                     Disk/Storage Room 
       Conquer Cancer, (Dr. C.C. Little), 1949.                                   Disk/Storage Room 
  Film.                                                                                              Storage Room      
           1. “Quiet Search” 
                D4 Film Studios Inc; 16mm, color, sound; “Jackson Lab HED END” 
           2. “Collins - Mouse Seizure - color - save” 
           3. “Tail - orig color - Jackson Lab” 
           4. “Leader Film” 
           5. “Lib color outtakes” 
           6. “Amblystoma” 
           7. Original ending for “Between the Known and Unknown” produced in 1974. 
                  Earl Green, director, sums up the story of the Lab. 16mm, 100 feet. 
           8. “Mitosis in Endosperm II” produced by A. Bajer and J. Mole-Bajer, Jagellonia 
                   University, Cracow, Poland (with 4 page guide, located in Box 20. Folder 7) 
           9. “Rx Mouse” ;16mm master (in storage) & VHS video (on shelf / WZ. 
          10. The Jackson Laboratory “096951”; “short piece film 12 test”; (4” reel) 
          11. “Dickie Neuro Mutants”, original ECO color footage, 1 of 5; (8”reel) 
          12. “An Experiment in Education” (16mm, sound) 8”reel. 
          13. “Agitans to Zigzag” script unrevised 
          14. Reel 9 Jackson Laboratory Diabetes 
          15. Parabiosis; Roll A, Roll B, original color and sound, 3 reels 
          16. Old Known tails; 3 reels in plastic bag (outtakes from #7 ? 
          17. “Assignment : The Jackson Laboratory”; n.d.  Script by Jean Davisson;  
                 Cinematographer: George C. K. McKay; Graphic Artist:Ruth Soper;  
                 Directed by Alan Russell; Starring John Dorey as the visiting writer. 
  Maps and Charts                                                                                     Oversize #4 
           Mouse Linkage Charts, 1909-1986.                                                Storage Room 
  Microfilm 
           1.  “Bonnevie Pseudoencephalie” photo no. 87254 
           2.  “Heriditary Congenital Anomalies of the Genitourinary Organs” Bogg,  
                     Am. J. of Surg. 7:211-220,    1929 
           3.a. “Proesterus, oesterus, ovulation & mating in the greyhound bitch” Vet. Res. 
              b. “Heterophile phenomenon in immunology” Arch. Path. Vol.19:841-880, 1935. 
              c.  “Evans and Cole  Mem. Univ. Calif 1931, 9:66” 
           4.a.  “Die Naturwissenschaften” 1939, 27:391 (Fischer) 
              b.  “The Function of the corpus Luteum : The Experimental Production of  
                       Placentomata in the Mouse” Proc. Royal Soc., London; Series B, Vol. 104,  
                       pp 183-188. Parkes, A.S. 1929 
              c.  “Is the Mingazzini Phenomenon in the Vellus of the small intestine an  
                      evidence of abortion?” Charles C. Mashlin & Madge Thurlow Mashlin, 
                      J. of Anat. 61:144-150, 1926. 
           5.a. “Factors for Facilitation and extinction in the central nervous system” 
                     J. Neurophysiology   2:319-355, 1939. 
              b. “origin of Motor reactions produced by electrical stimulation of the cerebral  
                       cortex” Arch. of Neurology and Psychiatry  31:1129-1138, 1934 
           6.  “Zur Zucht und Halting de weissen maus : Paarungsmethoden und  
                     Produktivtat” Hans Gehring. Zentralbl. Vet Med  5:889-908, 1958. 
  Photographs Database found on The Jackson Laboratory Library web page.            
           Photograph Boxes (Includes negatives and glass plates.)         Storage Room 
           Slide Notebooks I – V                                                                 Storage Room 
              (Histology, Mice) 
           Alumni   Notebooks; 1942-59, 1960-74, 1975-1999.                  Storage Room 
  Scientific Eequipment                                                                          Storage Room  
                                                                                                              & Library Display  
 
  Videotapes 
           See Film Media – Videotapes  on EXCEL for list of 128 tapes.    Archives Storage 
                                                                                                               Room 
 
  Other material objects 
           Scrapbooks, Margaret Dickie, 1942-50.                                       Oversize #1, #2 
           Mouse dolls, statues, plates.                                                       Library 
           Earl L. Green scrapbook made by Alan Russell, 1975.         Library Storage Room    	  
